IDEMIA helps reinforce Chile's borders

To strengthen its borders and increase national security, the Chilean Government sought an innovative API-PNR solution that could be delivered in a record time. IDEMIA met the challenge by providing a comprehensive solution in less than four months.
API-PNR helps increase national security

A recent increase in international security risks led Chile to put an end-to-end Advanced Passenger Information (API) and Passenger Name Records (PNR) solution into place to combat organized crime and prevent people from entering or exiting the country illegally.

In January 2019, the Chilean Government, through the Ministerio del Interior y Seguridad Pública, selected the IDEMIA Traveler Analytics Suite (IDEMIA TAS). IDEMIA TAS collects and analyzes the passenger data provided by airlines in order to detect threats.

Through this project, Chile aims to securely process up to 15 million passengers a year and collect API-PNR data from 32 different airlines.

Thanks to the high quality of the airline data gathered and processed with IDEMIA TAS, the Chilean Government now benefits from a risk assessment solution with enhanced capabilities. This global solution provides new services to increase the efficiency of its security agencies.

A fruitful partnership

IDEMIA has been providing Chile with high-tech passports and ID cards since 2013. This longstanding relationship gave IDEMIA an in-depth understanding of the needs of the Chilean Government. Knowledge of the country and IDEMIA’s presence in the region were decisive in IDEMIA being awarded the Chilean API-PNR contract and allowed IDEMIA to deliver the system in a short lead time.

Thanks to enhanced data collection and powerful data analysis, the Chilean authorities are now better equipped to fight terrorism, drug trafficking and organized crimes.

IDEMIA TAS includes the following:

› Airline certification support
› Connection to airlines and/or their data providers
› API and PNR data collection and cleansing
› Connection/interfacing with international systems
› Data analysis and processing
› Alert management
› System monitoring
› Implementation services
› Helpdesk and support 24/7, 365 days a year for three years

Government benefits

› Fast system installation
› Secure and modern solution to prevent and combat cross-border crimes
› Comprehensive data collection of booking information of flights to and from Chile
› Solution already available to collect and process data from land and maritime travelers
› Privacy by design and compliance with national and international laws
› Real-time alerts to the relevant personnel
› State-of-the-art risk assessment solution